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from The President’s Desk
Julia Checchia PMP

Welcome to 2014 - New Beginnings!
It is an honour and a privilege to be back as the President of the PMI Sydney Chapter
(PMISC) in 2014. I cannot wait to see each and every one of our members at events and
courses, such as special events, workshops, meet-ups, and the conference and the
charity ball.
The new board has been preparing great new initiatives for this year especially around
membership value, growth, partnership and mentoring, and opportunities for members
to contribute and give back.
PMISC intends to entice non-members to join this bandwagon of growth in
organisations, universities and communities, to witness how good project management
brings real cutting-edge advantage for business success.
I thank Amany Nuseibeh and the 2013 board for the good work in delivering the inaugural PMI Australia Chapters
Conference and re-igniting the PMI Australia Chapter discussion as well as the many events, workshops, certification
study groups and several other initiatives in 2013. Great work team, let’s repeat and excel this year!
2014 will be about connecting new dots, about expanding capability, about exploring and showcasing what a truly
committed team can do with little resources and much passion, enthusiasm and techniques.
PMI Sydney Chapter board structure has changed; we now have four directors focusing on strategy and six directors
focusing on operations. We plan to stretch a few targets and do the very best to use the enormous talent we have
available in the pool of over 70 volunteers who together with the board of directors are keen to promote the art,
science and benefit of project management for organisations and communities. Take a minute to get to know the
directors here.
This new structure aims to better respond to the challenges facing our profession and organisation such as aging
professionals, generation gap amongst professionals, career path, PM skills in related professions, ie BA and CM, and
the increasing demands from both our work and change that have been impacting the marketplace.
PMI SC is committed to excellence and will focus on clearly defined priorities while working in collaboration with
members, sponsors, organisations and other Australian and regional chapters to continue delivering events that are
relevant, innovative and value added.
I look forward to leading the PMI Sydney Chapter Board into the next phase of its growth and to working closely with
you all in what promises to be very exciting times ahead.
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from The Events Director
Malcolm McFarlane

From the Events Director
It’s the start of what will be a great year for the Events portfolio. As well as the usual evening and
breakfast events, we welcome Meet-Ups to the team and look forward to a varied programme
across the year to tempt our members. Welcome to Parikshit, Maurya, Red and Vladimir, it’s great
to have you with us in 2014. The team is pumped and we are off to a flyer in February with two
events and the first Meet-up for the year.
For more information on Meet-Ups go to www.meetup.com for general information
or http://www.meetup.com/Sydney-Project-Managers for the Sydney group. As ever, for Chapter
and Breakfast events please check out the Chapter website at www.pmisydney.org and log-in to register. Have a look
at what we have happening in February, sign-up, join in and be part of the growth of project management in Sydney
and New South Wales. If you haven’t been to an event before, come along, see what it’s all about, and invest in your
own development. It is great value and I’m sure that you won’t be disappointed.
Registration & cancellation
We aim to present informative and relevant speakers at our Chapter events, so it’s no surprise to know that our events
can reach capacity very quickly. Members are encouraged to register for events early to avoid disappointment. At the
same time, we highly appreciate a courtesy email notifying us of cancellations well ahead of the event date. The
requirements we receive from our venue organizers include firming the numbers a few days before the event. This will
give those on the waiting list an opportunity to attend and ensure every seat is filled, maximising members’ exposure
and minimizing waste. If in doubt regarding availability at an event please email me at events@pmisydney.org and I
will do my best to accommodate your request.
PDUs
Remember, you are entitled to claim 1 PDU for every PMI Sydney Chapter event that you attend. Details of how to
claim your PDUs as per the new categories are on our website.
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from The Professional Development Director
Benjamin Howell PMP

Hi there, and happy 2014! My name is Benjamin Howell and I am the new PMI Sydney
Director of Professional Development. I am very excited and privileged to be working
alongside some great people on the Board, and even more so to be in the position of
helping my fellow project managers and Chapter members with their professional
development. And a big thanks to those of you who voted for me in the PMI Sydney Board
elections last December.
The Professional Development Portfolio is a large one, and broadly consists of the following
areas:
•

Encouraging members to seek and obtain various PMI credentials

•

Short Courses & Development Workshops

•

Online training and webinars

•

Forging strong REP relationships

•

CAPM & PMP Certification preparation courses

•

The PMI Sydney Toastmasters program

•

Mentoring (new in the Portfolio for 2014 which I am keen to develop).

•

Taking onboard feedback from you all as to how we can enhance the effectiveness of the Portfolio, as well as
the Chapter as a whole.

To keep the Portfolio fresh, I am very keen to hear from you about the types of short courses and topics that you are
interested in, particularly in emerging trends in project and program management.
As we start a new year we should think about our own development and how we wish to expand and deepen our
project management knowledge throughout the year. For me personally this year I wish to (apart from manage and
grow the Portfolio):
•

Obtain a Managing Successful Programmes (MSP®) credential.

•

Commence my journey towards a PgMP® certification.

•

Improve upon my existing MS Project skills.

•

Mentor my team at work to be the best they can be, and to always look for new ways to improve our program
and project delivery and outcomes.

I would implore you all to give some consideration as to how you can improve not only yourself, but of those around
you in the program and project management space.
If anyone has any questions, or is interested in the mentoring program, or becoming a volunteer within the Portfolio I
would love to hear from you.
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from The Communications Director
Alison Evans PMP

Well, here I am in my new role as Communications Director and wondering what on earth
I have let myself in for! 2014 has got off to a busy start for the Comms team, with two
events, two short courses, and a conference to promote - and that's just this month!!
The Communications team is central to ensuring that we inform our members about
what’s happening at PMI Sydney and what opportunities are
available to develop connections and build professional
skills. We already have loads of great activities in the
pipeline for this year and I am gearing up for pretty exciting
times.
A key area of focus for me this year will be our use of Social Media and what tools and
techniques we can use to coordinate activities, connect with members, and promote the
PMI brand.
Of course, I couldn’t do any of this without my wonderful team of skilled volunteers who unfailingly provide their time
and expertise to bring you this newsletter and other publications, plus our fantastic website. I am indebted to them
and feel honored to be working with such talented people.
As always, we are keen to hear your feedback on any aspects of our communication – good or bad. Please feel free to
drop me a line with your comments at communications@pmisydney.org and I will endeavor to address them as best
as I can.

from The Partnering Director
Vikas Patole PMP

Partnering is a new and exciting portfolio at PMI Sydney. 2014 is a going to be a
very busy year, as PMI Sydney is looking forward to partnering with Registered
Educational Providers, other industry associations, such as the International
Institute of Business Analysis (IIBA), Australian Computer Society (ACS),
International Project Management Association (IPMA), APMG, Australian Institute
of Project Management (AIPM) and many more.
Additionally the Partnering Portfolio is also responsible for finding sponsors to
support PMI Sydney.
Vikas Patole is Director Partnering and Carl Hill is the Associate Director Partnering. We are excited about the year
ahead, and we are looking for volunteers to assist us in this large and challenging portfolio.
If you enjoy meeting people, are able to commit at least 5 hours a week and would like to be part of the Partnering
Portfolio, then please contact Vikas on partnering@pmisydney.org.
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Return of the Matrix

Dr. Louis Taborda (Director of Building Better Futures, PMI Sydney)
The relentless changes businesses face can pose a curly resourcing challenge: How best to
staff the continual stream of projects undertaken in an enterprise? In anticipation of the
ongoing demand for project professionals such as business analysts, testers and project
managers, organisations often establish resource pools. Unfortunately, this can then give
rise to familiar matrix management tensions that require delicate negotiation.
The advantage of a pool is that it helps avoid resource churn by providing ballast for the
variable resource demands of projects. As a permanent base for practitioners, a pool offers
trained and familiar resources to quickly fill a project’s resource needs. Practitioners then
return to the pool, which may be alternatively termed a practice group or centre of
excellence, at the end of their assignment. While a pool clearly offers benefits for
professional development and knowledge transfer, the unvarnished truth is that pools are
essentially an economic construct.
A negative aspect of the pool is that roles and individuals can become commoditised with a manager responsible for
identifying allocating an available resource to the project. Depending upon the size of
the organisation this essentially establishes a matrix structure between the projects and
the pool managers responsible for the resources. Clearly, achieving a balance between
the two, often-conflicting perspectives is critically important when working in multiproject, enterprise environments – but it is not always easy.
Matrix organisations are notorious for blurring lines of responsibility. And things can
become decidedly tricky when such structures are adopted within an enterprise. With
customer and supplier both within the one organisation the pressure placed on projects to utilize available pool
resources can lead to some interesting politics. Here are some situations, which project managers need to be aware of
when working in an organisation that has one or more resource pool:
•

Establishing the project team can require negotiation with one or more resource managers who might seek to
allocate available personnel to the project

•

The assigned individuals may not be fully committed to the project for its entire duration and could be
replaced if urgently required on another project

•

Resources can wind up being shared across multiple projects requiring them to multi-task rather than giving
any one project their full, undivided attention

•

Resource utilization targets work against project productivity and efficiency especially where the pool operates
as a profit centre

•

Finally, in a worst-case scenario, projects can be viewed as budgets to be plundered by powerful resource
managers whose performance measures are only indirectly tied to project success.

These scenarios may paint a somewhat pessimistic view of an increasingly accepted PMO best practice but project
managers need to be alert to the risks associated with resource pools. Well executed, the “return of the matrix” can
offer a win-win for all parties with your project having a happy ending; poorly executed it can become a horror story. It
would be interesting to hear of your own experiences and remedies for matrix organisations. Do share your thoughts
on this topic and contribute to the discussion on the LinkedIn group.
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How to grow a project manager
Adrian Pearce (Director of Special Projects, PMI Sydney)
If you've ever tried to hire someone, you'll know how challenging
and important to your business it is to find the right person.
Developing your existing staff can be an extremely effective
strategy to position your organisation for the future. Let's take a
few minutes now to help make sure the return is worth the
investment by thinking not only about the needs of your
organisation, but also about the needs of your young, up-andcoming PMs. We'll finish off with a quick checklist to give you
and your protégé the best chance of achieving outcomes you can
both be proud of.

The old adage: hire attitudes, train skills
Some common traits that business leaders look for in a good Project Manager include: strong communications skills,
eagerness to learn, capability to grow and commitment to deliver
on commitments. These happen to also be qualities you'd look for
"The best time to plant a tree was 20
in all your staff. There are, however, some things are that quite
years ago. The second best time is now"
specific, not so common, but thankfully can be taught easily and
~Chinese Proverb
may not be immediately apparent to young professionals. For
example, knowing when to be obsessive about detail and when to summarise, might not be obvious to young
professionals. Whether a budget line item is inclusive of GST, versus a particular task being relevant enough to include
in the monthly Steering Pack, can seem obvious to you though may have your coordinator tied up in knots.

Do
Have a vision. Thinking big (with realistic optimism) creates real enthusiasm. Remember the last time someone you
look up to showed they had faith in you? I bet it felt great and you went the extra mile to prove them right.
Share your experience. Nothing beats learning from your own mistakes, that's not to say it's the only way to learn.
Rather than passing on orders, try sharing reasons behind the decisions you make and see whether that creates
deeper understanding. Do this a lot and you might find yourself delegating enough responsibility to make your
juniors feel worthwhile and accountable. The added bonus for you might be a 40 hour week instead of the usual 50!
Practice what you preach. This one is simple; actions speak louder than words. If you're not living by your lessons,
they're probably not worth passing on.

Don't
• Set and forget. Developing someone takes time. Please, for everyone's sake, make sure you have the bandwidth to
take on a mentoring relationship before you commit to something you can't follow through on.
• Wing it. People seeking a mentor are often doing so because they recognise the benefits of leveraging someone
else's experience. If you're asked a question and you don't know the answer, say so, then refer them to someone
who does. Bad advice can create long-lasting damage.
• Keep your network to yourself. You're a seasoned professional and have a wide and equally experienced network of
people who you trust. If you're concerned that referring your mentee to friends will damage relationships, then
you're probably mentoring the wrong person.
If there's a coordinator in your organisation, or perhaps even someone in a senior technical role who you think has
demonstrated leadership qualities, the second best time is now.
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Gamification in Project Management

Philip Reid (Director of Strategy, PMI Sydney) & Charlotte Alrich (Wired Consulting)
Is the new ‘Business Buzzword’ simply too important to ignore in the modern world of Project Management?
Gamification as a tool in the workplace has quickly taken a hold on many large-scale companies around the world Microsoft, Google and the U.S Navy are three of them. By turning motivation and incentive systems into a science,
Gamification ensures that everyone is on the ball, and knows when they’re about to drop it.
If you’re thinking that ‘gamifying’ your employees and co-workers would prove to be too much of a distraction from
delivering important projects, take a look around the office. The colleague in the seat next to you is jazzing up their
LinkedIn profile, and Warren from the IT department is at the coffee shop downstairs, checking in on Foursquare to
gain that major badge he has been waiting for. Games are virtually everywhere- from frequent flyer miles (come on,
who hasn’t bought just one more block of Lindt to score more points towards that trip to Hawaii), to the Thursday
Powerball.
In an article for Forbes magazine, Adam Penenberg, the
author of Play at Work: How Games Inspire Breakthrough
Thinking, claims that Gamification can ‘tap into the same
human instincts that have led to centuries of passionate
competition and engagement - our innate desire to learn, to
improve ourselves, to overcome obstacles, and to win.
Technology in the workplace can be rewarding, and (gasp)
even fun.’1
If you’re scratching your head around the best way to press
PLAY in your PMO, start simple. Begin with badges for
documents completed on time, or create a ’promptitude’
scale evaluating whether the user completed the work to an acceptable degree. Being on the receiving end of a
smirking face ‘badge’ (light humoured shamification?) would make striving for the next week a lot more inviting. But
alas, although this is healthy competition, even the best-designed games may only please a fraction of employees.
Think of ways to revolutionize the way your company works. Mapping decision making into an alternate environment,
as a way to challenge minds could be extremely beneficial. Add some virtual avatars, and, voila! Suddenly your
monthly meeting seems to go a lot quicker and more smoothly.
Gartner claims that, by 2015, more than 50 per cent of organisations that manage innovation processes will gamify
those processes.2 In the realm of Project Management, Gamification builds a narrative, engaging players to participate
and achieve goals. Brian Burke, an analyst for the Gartner, says that "where games traditionally model the real world,
organizations must now take the opportunity for their real world to emulate games”.3
So, use those elements that prove critical to a winning strategy for gamifying the way your company manages projects,
and promote technological tools to create a space to excel at previously mundane tasks. After all, business played out
with a bit of fun and some healthy competition can only do wonders, right?
1. Penenberg, A. Play at Work: How Games Inspire Breakthrough Thinking, Penguin, New York, 2013.
2. http://www.gartner.com/newsroom/id/1629214
3. http://www.gartner.com/newsroom/id/1629214
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PMGlobal Project Governance & Controls Symposium
6-7 May 2014 : Canberra

The Directors of PMGlobal would like to invite you to join an extensive line up of keynote speakers and industry
specialist for the re-established Project Governance and Controls Symposium (PGCS), now in its second year!
Returning to Canberra on May 6-7, 2014, PGCS is now the only Australasian symposium dedicated to promoting
Project Performance Management and will again focus on the disciplines of project control and program, portfolio and
project governance.
Proudly hosted by Platinum Sponsors, UNSW Canberra, the symposium will be held at the Australian Defence Force
Academy (ADFA). This illustrious venue will put the spotlight on the academic and industry issues and innovations in a
two-day program of symposium sessions and workshops.
Registrations are now available! Click here to find out more.

The 2014 Symposium will aim to:

• Provide cutting-edge presentations focused on the crucial role of effective project controls in facilitating effective
project governance
• Celebrate the 11th anniversary of the introduction of Earned Schedule
• Provide a great opportunity to learn and exchange knowledge
• Provide a forum for education and the development of new skills across various industries and sectors within the
Project Controls and Governance Management community
• Promote networking for business opportunities
• Promote the continuous improvement of industry standards
• Promote the continuous improvement and professionalism within the project management and the enterprise
management community

International Keynotes Announced

Leading the charge are confirmed International Keynote presentations:

Ms. Karen Richey

Assistant Director
Applied Research & Methods Team
Government Accountability Office
(GAO)
Washington DC, USA

Dr. Tom Ioannou

Group Executive Director
ANAO performance audit program

Mr. Stephan Vandevoorde
Division Manager
Fabricom Airport Systems
Cofely Fabricom
N.V./S.A. Belgium

Mr. Stephen Hayes

Managing Director and Chief
Executive Officer
International Centre for Complex
Project Management

Visit: http://www.pgcsymposium.com/ for more information.
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Knowledge Areas, Process Groups, and Processes - Oh, My!
Cornelius Fichtner PMP CSM

One of the most discussed tables in the Project Management Institute’s
(PMI), A Guide to the Project Management Body of Knowledge,
(PMBOK® Guide) Fifth Edition is the “Project Management Process Groups and
Knowledge Areas Mapping” matrix, found in Table 3-1 on page 61. This table
maps the 47 project management processes to their corresponding
Knowledge Area, as well as to their corresponding Process Group.
At first glance, the table seems quite complicated, so let’s break it down and
uncover why a solid understanding of the relationships between processes,
Process Groups, and Knowledge Areas is important to anyone preparing to
take the Project Management Professional (PMP) ®exam. It’s so important, in fact, that we suggest you memorize this
matrix and the relationships it calls out. Memorizing the table will prove to be a valuable asset to you during your PMP
Exam.
Let’s start with the building blocks of the matrix-what is a process? At its most basic level, a process is simply a way of
transforming an input into an output using proven tools and techniques. The PMBOK® Guide defines a process as “a set
of interrelated actions and activities performed to achieve a specified set of products, results, or services.” Good
processes-based on sound principles and proven practices-are extremely important for a project’s success. Processes,
like a roadmap, keep the project going in the right direction; they can also help minimize confusion and uncertainty
among the project manager and the project stakeholders and can help drive progress from start to finish. The
PMBOK® Guide identifies 47 processes that are instrumental to project success.
The overarching pieces of our matrix are the Knowledge Areas. Each Knowledge Area is made up of a set of processes,
each with inputs, tools and techniques, and outputs. These processes, together, accomplish proven project
management functions and drive project success. Thus, the Knowledge Areas are formed by grouping the 47 project
management processes into specialized and focused areas. Knowledge Areas also assume specific skills and experience
in order to accomplish project goals.
The PMBOK Guide currently recognizes 10 Knowledge Areas, each of which includes a detailed description of the
processes associated with that area. These Knowledge Areas are Project Integration Management, Project Scope
Management, Project Time Management, Project Cost Management, Project Quality Management, Project Human
Resource Management, Project Communications Management, Project Risk Management, Project Procurement
Management, and Project Stakeholders Management (added in the Fifth Edition).
So, where do Process Groups fit in? The 47 processes are also grouped into five categories: 1) Initiating, 2) Planning, 3)
Executing, 4) Monitoring and Controlling, and 5) Closing. These groupings reflect the logical integration and
interactions between the individual processes, as well as the common purposes they serve. That is, the Process Groups
band together the project management activities that are relevant to each project phase and provide a means for
looking at best practices within one Knowledge Area at a time. For example, in the Initiation Process Group, you’ll
complete the individual Initiation processes like defining scope, goals, deliverables, assumptions, limitations, etc., that
make up the project charter. Within the Initiation Process Group, you would also complete all activities and processes
for identifying project stakeholders. Similarly, processes required to track, review, and regulate the progress and
performance of the project are all included in the Monitoring and Controlling Process Group. So, processes with a
common goal or theme are grouped together into a Process Group.
It’s important to remember that Process Groups are not the same as project phases-most projects are comprised of
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multiple subprojects or phases, and you’ll likely repeat each of the Process Group activities within each project phase
or subproject.
Why do we group processes like this? One way to think about this is that the Knowledge Areas encompass what the
Project Manager needs to know, while the Process Groups describe the actions the Project Manager (and team) needs
to do. Or, put another way, Knowledge Areas are about knowledge on project management topics, while Process
Groups seek to apply that knowledge. They provide a logical sequence of steps within the Knowledge Area.
Every one of the 47 processes can be mapped to one Knowledge Area and one Process Group, identifying the proven
project management principle(s) behind the process, and at the same time providing the means to accomplish it. As
you study the processes within each Knowledge Area, it’s helpful to remember that the processes have a logical
connection across the knowledge areas, so try to focus on that, rather than solely trying to memorize which process
goes where.
So, why do I need to know this for the Project Management Professional (PMP)® Exam? Recognizing the
interdependent nature of the development lifecycle is critical to effective project management. As a project manager,
you’ll need to be able to identify ways in which the process groups interact with each other through the life of your
project. Execution within some of the Knowledge Areas and processes will accomplish some project objectives directly;
delivering on other Knowledge Areas provides a method to achieve other objectives.
Because the project management processes, Process Groups, and Knowledge Areas span the entire project lifecycle,
questions discussing their relationships appear frequently in the PMP® Exam. Remember that the Knowledge Areas
focus on what the Project Manager needs to know, while the Process Groups describe the actions the Project Manager
(and team) needs to do. Understanding and memorizing the hierarchical and yet interdependent relationships
between the Knowledge Areas (strategy), the Process Groups (steps), and the building blocks (processes) will help you
during the PMP exam. Most exam takers use the first 5 minutes of their exam time to draw this table onto an empty
sheet of paper (from memory!), so that they can use it as a reference in answering their 200 exam questions.
About the author: Cornelius Fichtner, PMP, CSM is a noted PMP expert. He has helped nearly 26,000 students prepare
for the PMP exam with the Project Management PrepCast and offers a PMP exam simulator.

Webinars
Each month our Education Team select three pre-recorded webinars from 30 PMI Communities of Practice and make
them available to our chapter members on our website – at no cost! Topics cover Leadership, Ethics, EVM, Scheduling
etc. There will be something for everyone!
You can claim PDUs for every webinar you watch. There is no limit on PDUs claimed under this category. So, what are you
waiting for, go ahead and watch the recorded webinars on the pmisydney.org website. Learn new skills, earn your PDUs
and build your career.
PMI Change Management CoP, CID: S056

Motivating Change Across Cultures by Dr Keely Killpack
Program Management Office CoP, CID: S025

PMO CoP Webinar -- The Influencer's Mantra
Human Resource Project Management CoP, CID: S045

How to be a Great [Project] Manager - Jonathan Silver, PMP
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Free PMP ® Exam Sample Question #1
Cornelius Fichtner
Question
You manage a project for a design firm. A colleague is requesting the release of some of your resources to his project,
because these resources have critical technical skills that both projects need. You analyze the situation critically and
because your deliverables have already been handed over to the customer you decide that you can release the
resources early to help with the other project.
However, the customer informs you later that same week that some of the deliverables require changes because they
did not comply with the acceptance criteria. Unfortunately the only resources with the skills to perform the rework
have already been released to the new project and are no longer available to work on your project. Which of the
following did you fail to perform, which could have helped you to rework the deliverables on time?
A)

Release of resources after administrative closure

B)

Identification of acceptance criteria

C)

Managing issues through issue log

D)

Apply expert judgment

Question provided by The PM Exam Simulator:www.pm-exam-simulator.com

Answer & Explanation
Correct Answer: A)

The question is asking you to identify the activity that could have helped perform the rework on time. It's tricky
because none of the answers are "perfect" and you need to select the "best" one:
> The scenario clearly states that you analysed the situation critically. You have therefore not failed to apply expert
judgment to the situation. (Your judgment may have been wrong, but you applied it.)
> Identification of acceptance criteria cannot help perform rework on time.
> Managing issues through an issue log will also not improve your chances of performing rework on time.
Therefore, the only action that could have helped you to perform the rework on time would have been to not release
the resources in the first place. If you had waited to release them until after the administrative closure of the project
was completed (= end of project) then your resources would have been available.
Obviously, the best action would have been to release the resources with a provision to get them back on short notice
in case that rework needed to be done on any deliverables. But that answer isn't available for this question, so you
needed to think this through from a PMBOK Guide perspective and select the one that would have helped you.
Reference: PMBOK Guide Fifth Edition, pages 100, 101
Disclaimer and Copyright Statement
PMI, PMP, CAPM, PgMP, PMI-ACP, PMI-SP, PMI-RMP and PMBOK are trademarks of the Project Management Institute, Inc. PMI
has not endorsed and did not participate in the development of this publication. PMI does not sponsor this publication and makes
no warranty, guarantee or representation, expressed or implied as to the accuracy or content. Every attempt has been made by
OSP International LLC to ensure that the information presented in this publication is accurate and can serve as preparation for the
PMP certification exam. However, OSP International LLC accepts no legal responsibility for the content herein. This document
should be used only as a reference and not as a replacement for officially published material. Using the information from this
document does not guarantee that the reader will pass the PMP certification exam. No such guarantees or warranties are implied
or expressed by OSP International LLC.
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PMI – Agile Certified Practitioner – ACP ®

Demonstrating Agility & Changed Mindset
Mohammed Mansoor PgMP, PMP, RMP, SP, ITIL V3

Agile has made its way into the mainstream. Today, more organisations and companies are adopting
the Agile approach over traditional waterfall methodology, and many projects are transitioning to
agility.
It’s increasingly important that project management professionals demonstrate true leadership in
today’s software projects.
PMI’s Agile Certified Practitioner (PMI - ACP) ® credential is the most important industry-recognized
certification for Agile project managers. Globally recognized and in demand, the PMI-ACP ® demonstrates that you
have the experience, education and competency to lead and direct Agile projects.
PMI - ACP ® certification is in high demand because of the increased use of Agile methodologies in the corporate
sector. This certification will prepare you to lead your next Agile project and it clearly illustrates to your colleagues,
organisations and potential employers that you are ready and able to lead this new-age product development,
management and delivery. It recognizes knowledge of Agile principles, practices and tools and techniques across Agile
methodologies.
If you already use Agile practices or your organization is adopting Agile methods, earning the PMI Agile Certified
Practitioner (PMI-ACP) ® certification will demonstrate your knowledge of and commitment to this rapidly growing
approach to managing software projects.
What is the value of this PMI-ACP ® certification to organizations and individuals?
There are several benefits but here are a few:
This certification is one of the few that crosses the methodological boundaries and does not focus on only one of the
methods.
Agile is an overarching framework that is a collection of methods such as Scrum, XP, Lean, and Kanban, etc..
Companies do not tend to use only one of these so this certification is more comprehensive in its coverage of topics
and knowledge areas.
Additionally, the certification requires actual experience with Agile methodologies instead of being training related
only. This increases the professional versatility in software development tools and techniques. Holding a PMI ACP ®
certification is more credible than existing offerings based only on training.
Which books are recommended as reading for the PMI-ACP ® certification?
The ones listed in the PMI-ACP ® Certification Reference Materials
Guide: http://www.pmi.org/Certification/~/media/Files/PDF/Agile/PMI000-GainInsightsAIGLE418.ashx
You should also follow the PMI-ACP ® certification exam content outline:
http://www.pmi.org/Certification/~/media/Files/PDF/Agile/PMI_Agile_Certification_Content_Outline.ashx
Will PMI create an AgileBOK? Will PMI include agile practices in the next versions of the PMBOK Guide?
No, there are no plans of creating an AgileBOK since Agile is such a robust framework that is very dynamic and ever
changing. PMI has released a standard based on a Software Extension to the PMBOK ® Guide which include references
to Agile methodologies and practices.
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Secretary
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Professional Development
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Communications & Marketing
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PMI commenced in Australia in 1997 and held its first
Chapter Meeting on 15 April 1997. Today the Chapter
has over 1,700+ members from a mixture of
industries including, but not limited to: construction,
engineering, banking, insurance, finance, IT,
telecommunications, consulting and pharmaceutical.
Approximately 50% of Australian PMI's members are
PMPs. PMI is strongly supported by a majority of
companies in Australia and internationally. The
Sydney Chapter conducts regular chapter meetings,
education and certification courses and runs an
annual conference in an effort to promote the
profession of Project Management within NSW and
Australia.
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Immediate Past President
ipp@pmisydney.org

Strategy
strategy@pmisydney.org

Partnering
marketing@pmisydney.org

Membership & Volunteers
membership@pmisydney.org

Building Better Futures
buildingbetterfutures@pmisydney.org

The Critical Path is published bi-monthly by the PMI Sydney
Chapter and is distributed to approx. 3,000 people. A limited
number of advertising pages are accepted in each issue. The
rates for advertising are as follows:
Visit our website or download the 2014 Media Kit for further
information on The Critical Path - Publication & Content
Dates for 2014.

Membership
Total Members
PMP Members
CAPM Members
PgMP Members
PMI-SP
PMI-RMP
PMI-ACP

Stats

1548
790
38
3
4
6
8
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NEW! Website advertising
Check out the 2014 Media Kit package options and rates.
Contact communications@pmisydney.org for bookings.

This Newsletter is published by the Editorial Team of the Communications Portfolio on behalf of
the Project Management Institute Sydney Australia Chapter.
We welcome articles, interviews excerpts; general information and other contributions to
enhance project management knowledge and understanding of our chapter members. Please
send these to the Communications Director (communications@pmisydney.org).
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“A project without a critical path is like a ship without a rudder.”

(D. Meyer, Illinois Construction Law)
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